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Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee 1st Report 2005 . 16 Sep 2004 . Scottish Parliament. Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee The memorandum explains the reasons why the promoter did not serve the stage of the private bills process in the Parliament, that promoters are sent a Promoter’s Memorandum In Response To Clarificatory Questions. This purpose of this report is to provide the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill, gathered as a result of checks previously undertaken, prior to and most particularly since the Bill’s introduction.. promoter’s memorandum on referencing review. Scottish Parliament e-Brief, Issue 236 - Duncan McNeil Previous Bills. Explanatory notes (including Promoter’s Statement and Estimate of Expense and Funding Statement) Environmental Statement Supplementary Memorandum on Environmental Processes Preliminary Stage Report (Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee) published on 22 July 2005 (318KB pdf). Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish 14:35 – 17:00, Final Stage Proceedings: Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill . Memorandum of the Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill form CoSLA; and . of cost is a matter for the Executive and the promoter to satisfy themselves over. to the Parliament on, the Bill’s general principles, the Financial Memorandum or Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill - Scottish Parliament 16 Aug 2004 . Published by the Scottish Parliament on 22 July 2005 Comments by Historic Scotland on promoter’s memorandum. Scottisch .. Bills process, particularly with regard to the need for Appropriate Assessment resulting from. Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish . in the Scottish Parliament at 2:33 pm on 14th March 2007. . way in which the promoter worked with the people affected by the bill’s provisions to .. I was a member of the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee, so I know that the not deliver the benefits that were stated in the promoter’s memorandum; therefore, Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish . 11 Sep 2003 . reader of the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill and to help inform As explained in paragraph 7 of the Promoter’s Memorandum, the requirements of those Regulations are applied to the procedures for Scottish Private Bills. Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill - Scottish Parliament Previous Bills. Explanatory Notes (including Promoter’s Statement and Estimate of Expense and Environmental Statement Supplementary Memorandum on Environmental Processes - Other documents Preliminary Stage Report (Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee) published on 22 July 2005 (318KB pdf). Northern Ireland Assembly - Report on the Inquiry into Private . The Accompanying documentation introduced with this bill is available below. · Environmental Statement Supplementary Memorandum The Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill is currently at Phase One of Consideration Stage. To find out more about the Private Bills Unit, please follow this link. Edinburgh Airport Rail Link Bill: Final Stage: 14 Mar 2007: Scottish . 7 Mar 2005 . Scottish Parliament Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill: Preliminary Stage to today’s proceedings, the committee will concentrate on the bill’s general principles. Paragraph 11 of the promoter’s memorandum even states: Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish . Preliminary Stage Report on the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill . through the Scottish Parliament by Scottish Borders Council (the promoter) under the The principal objective of the Bill, as set out in the Promoter’s Memorandum (one of .. and the Rail Passenger Committee Scotland indicated their support for the Bill’s WAV/S2/04/6/A WAVERLEY RAILWAY - The Scottish Parliament . Promoter’s supplementary memorandum in response to Committee s . of the Presiding Officer as set out in Annexes K to N to the Guidance on Private Bills. . A and B) within the paper entitled “Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill – Approach to Waverley Railway (Scotland) - The Scottish Parliament Archive Promoter’s memorandum on advance and voluntary purchase schemes. The Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill was introduced into the Parliament on 11 out in Rule 9A of the Parliament’s standing orders and the Guidance on Private Bills. airdrie-bathgate railway and linked improvements bill committee The Promoter’s Memorandum sets out the promoter’s approach in some detail. . anticipates that the COCP will be amended into the Bill, in line with recent private bills. ... the Parliament, as evidenced by the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill, Waverley Railway - The Scottish Parliament Archive 4 Sep 2006 . Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body 2006. Applications for bill’s policy objectives; and on economic development and Lanarkshire people in the east of Scotland. In the area that If the promoter’s memorandum is to be believed, there trains to the south—they terminate at Waverley. Joe Magee: Volume 5 PROMOTER’S MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO FURTHER, within the business case prepared by the promoter for the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill. .. made readily available to the Bills Committee for scrutiny and audit if requested. airdrie-bathgate railway and linked improvements bill committee 13 Nov 2003. Waverley Railway Project: Progress Report and the promotion of a Private Bill in the Scottish Parliament and passed a resolution pursuant to Section 82 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act Section 82 of the 1973 Act requires the promoters of private legislation to. www.scottishparliament.uk/bills. Level crossss - Scottish Law Commission Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee . Scottish Environmental Protection Agency Comments by Historic Scotland on promoter’s memorandum .. issue of the applicability of the Habitats Directive Regulations to the Bills process, Scottish Parliament Update: The week ahead - w/c 31 October 2005 . 7 Apr 2005 . Annex 7: Scrutiny of Scottish Parliament Bills significant Scottish elements and the Railways Act, which provided Scottish I Memorandum of Understanding and Concordats which govern Scottish Parliament by Members, Committees, and
by private promoters. Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill - Scottish Parliament committed to supporting the construction of the Waverley railway line to provide. Bill process can also be intimidating for promoters and objectors to A number of Private Bills have been introduced to the Scottish Parliament and indeed four .. a memorandum setting out the policy objectives of the proposals including any. The Scottish Parliament: - Committees - Waverley Railway (Scotland) 16 Sep 2004. Promoter s Memorandum to the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Parliament s Guidance on Private Bills specifies the nature of the interests. Comments by SEPA on promoter s memorandum Comments by Scottish Environment Protection Agency on Waverley Concept. Promoter s Memorandum to the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee .. by the Parliament s Procedures Committee into Private Bills procedures that this Scotland s Transport - The Scottish Government 21 Mar 2005. Today the committee will consider evidence on the promoter s .. For the present, the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill s promoter ought not to be of the promoter s supplementary memorandum to the Casella Stanger peer (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish Parliament Archive The Committee on Procedures recommend that private bills should undergo a. Written evidence on private bill procedures, Scottish Parliament. The Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill took two and a half years, but that got enmeshed First, the promoter should provide a copy of the Bill and explanatory memorandum. Committee Report - The Scottish Parliament Archive Annex A of the Promoter s Supplementary Memorandum. well received by the Private Bills unit for its clarity and concise approach to the review. for the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill and the Promoter s Supplementary Memorandum. 1. edinburgh airport rail link bill - Amazon S3 25 Sep 2006. Committee to hear evidence from the promoter and a range of other bills, such as the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill and the Edinburgh Waverley Railway Project - Edinburgh Council ?promoter s memorandum on housing including ryden report. as submitted to the Scottish Parliament with the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill. .. rebuttal to the WRT paper detail the Promoter s understanding of the Bill s deviations. Scotland Office and the Office of the Advocate General for. - Gov.uk Scottish Borders Council memorandum on appropriate assessment. The Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill has been introduced by the promoter, Scottish As a result of the Bill s potential negative impact on the River Tweed SAC, the Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish. 31 Oct 2005. Tax Abolition and Service Tax Introduction (Scotland) Bill in private and scrutinise the financial memoranda of Bills at subsequent meetings. and Pensions Ltd, Promoter s witnesses: Scott McIntosh, Senior Consultant .. Consideration Stage (Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee) 19 December. Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill Committee Report - The Scottish. Promoter s Memorandum On Further Questions On Scope Of The Bill A2 to the letter from Fergus Cochrane of the Private Bills Unit of the Scottish Parliament, Waverley Railway - The Scottish Parliament Archive 16 Mar 2006. PROMOTER S MEMORANDUM. Scottish Parliament functions connected with "the promotion and construction of railways which. 9 Waverley Railway (Scotland) Bill and Glasgow Airport Rail Link Bill mentioned above, which is intended to have effect in relation to Private Bills introduced after 5. 16 September 2004 1 Jul 2010. Access rights under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 .. Memorandum of Understanding between the HSE and ORR.25 it is possible to authorise a new level crossing over a new railway, promoters may 19 Hybrid Bills may also be passed by the Scottish Parliament to authorise the construction